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The Impact of Packet Drop Attack and Solution
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Ad–hoc Networks
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Protocol design on all layers of the protocol stack is a
technological challenge. At the network layer, each node
should cooperate to calculate the paths. For routing packets
in ad hoc networks, various routing algorithms or protocols
are implemented like AODV, DSR. It is possible and
feasible to detect malicious activity at routing level i.e. at
network layer. The applications of MANET are, network
established for emergency services, commercial and civilian
environments, home and enterprise networking, education
etc [1][2].
Ad hoc network are established in the absence of
interconnection backbone. They are easily deployable and
most users are migrating to mobile devices. Most of the
research is going in the field of security. There are various
types of attacks such as eavesdropping, wormhole attack,
misdirection, flooding attack, packet drop attack, black hole
attack, gray hole attack.
This paper presents the solution to packet drop attack and
improves the performance of the network. The paper is
organized like as follows section II discusses about related
work on routing protocol security, section III discusses
about AODV protocol, section IV discusses about packet
drop attack, section V proposed mechanism against packet
drop attack, section VI simulation and finally section VII
concludes the paper and future work.

Abstract— Mobile ad-hoc network has features like self
organization, adaptation in changing environment, nodes in ad
hoc network works as router for routing packets. Each nodes
have limited resources like bandwidth, battery power and storage
capacity. MANETs are vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks like black hole attack, gray hole attack and packet drop
attack. Packet drop attack is a kind of denial of service (DoS)
attack in mobile ad hoc networks. Due to the bandwidth and
memory buffer limitation, queue manager of some nodes by
default may drop some packets. So differentiating between
normal node to attacker node is critical one. In this paper, it is
proposed the reputation and trust based mechanism against
packet drop attack and improves the network performance
interms of throughput, packet drop rate, packet delivery ratio,
normalized routing overhead and end-to-end delay.
Index Terms— AODV, mobile ad-hoc networks, protocol,
packet drop attack, Security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc networks are self creating, self
administering and self organizing for wireless
communication.Each node having features like autonomous,
limited battery power, dynamic topology and distributed
multihop environment. Nodes to share or exchange the
information between devices, they are interconnected to
each other using some protocols working at different layers
(E.g. Network layer, Transport layer). The medium of
communication or channels may be unsecure and the
transmitted data over the channel can fall into malicious
activity. Wireless networks are less secure than wired
network. They are created temporary as per requirement or
application. Devices itself acts as router in MANET. Any
device can join or leave network at any instance. Hence
malicious devices can join the network at any time without
any detection. Packets passing through malicious device can
be captured.

II. RELATED WORK
Sanzagiri [3] proposed Authenticated Routing for Ad-hoc
Networks (ARAN) which is based on AODV protocol. It
uses authentication and trusted certificate which is known to
all legal nodes in MANET. Route discovery and route reply
must sign for every node. It requires more time, size of the
routing messages are increases for every hop and higher cost
due to asymmetric cryptography.
Buchheger [4] proposed the CONFIDENT protocol which
is a solution to identify misbehaving nodes in the MANET.
This protocol is consisting the components which are 1) the
monitor 2) the reputation system 3) the path manager and 4)
trust manager. Here protocol uses global reputation value
and alarm message to punish misbehaving node. This
protocol is applicable for low mobility. This protocol is
suitable only for small networks and not efficient for large
networks. Each node is maintaining a large table for
reputation. This protocol is having the overhearing problem.
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Kejun Liu [5] proposed the two acknowledgement
schemes for routing misbehavior and recovering their
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effects. The received data packets are acknowledged in two
acknowledgement schemes. Two packets have a route of
two hops which is reverse direction of the data traffic. This
paper is focusing on misbehaving links instead of nodes.
This solution solved the overhearing problem. It is flexible
to control overhead. This scheme is not suitable to other
types of routing schemes and open networks.

In path maintenance, continuously hello messages are used
to ensure that neighbours links are available hence it is local
link management. Hello message does not change sequence
numbers. If in the route intermediate node detects link
failure the it generates RRER message and send it to source
node hence source node , restarts route discovery process
and finds the route.

Zhang [6] introduced RADAR a new solution for anomaly
detection in wireless mesh networks. In this system
reputation approach is used to observe the each node‟s
behaviour. It generates the trust values of each node.
Overhearing problem is solved in this technique.

IV. PACKET DROP ATTACK
Black hole attack is kind of DoS attack where black hole
node can attract all packets by pretending shortest route to
the destination [10] [11]. It drops all traffic destined for that
node when traffic is received by it. The effect of this attack
completely degrades the performance of the network
because the destination node never receives any information
from the source. In packet drop attack nodes drop the
packets, but it is not attracting the neighbouring nodes to
drop the packets. Figure 1 shows the packet drop attack.

Neelavathy [7] introduced a Novel Reputation Based
Mechanism to Detect the Misbehaving nodes (NRMDM).It
uses local reputation value. Each node maintains the
reputation value of its k-hop neighbourhood.Reputation
value is exchanged between the k-hop neighbourhoods.
Objective of this paper is proposing a solution which
monitors, detect and exclude the malicious node. This
solution is not suitable for multiple routing for secure data
transmission.
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III. AODV PROTOCOL

D

AODV is a reactive routing protocol in which routes are
created only when they are needed [8] [9]. Hence AODV
discovers the route from source to destination only on
demand rather than table driven approach. It is not
maintaining any partial network copy. It does not make
sense to maintain due to mobility. AODV protocol has
different processes like route discovery, route table
management, route maintenance and local connectivity
management. In route discovery process source node
communicate to the destination node through intermediate
nodes (routing nodes) if there is no direct connection
between source and destination. Each node maintains
routing table, having fields are destination (IP address or
node ID), next hop (neighbour selected ID), number of hops
(total hops to reach packet to destination), destination
sequence number (highest sequence number),active
neighbours in this route and expiration time for this route
entry (time out or time to live for entry in table).
If there is no routing information available in the routing
table of source node, route discovery starts by broadcasting
route request (RREQ) packet to all the neighbouring nodes
within range of source node/IN nodes, RREQ goes on
propagating through intermediate nodes until valid path is
not found. RREQ contains the fields are source IP addresses,
source sequence number, broadcast identity, destination
address, destination sequence number and hop count.
Sequence numbers ensure the freshness of routes and
guarantee the loop-free routing. Sequence numbers are
always incremented. They are incremented only when RREP
packet is received and RREQ packet is sent.
The reverse path sets up when RREP packet is sent.
Replying node (IN) generates the route reply (RREP) and
sends it to source/intermediate (route requesting) node.
Source may receive multiple RREP. But the valid, fresh and
shortest is selected. Forward path is the reverse of reverse
path setup .Actual data is routed through forward path.
RREP packet fields are source address, destination address,
destination sequence number, hop count and Life time.
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Figure 1: Packet drop attack

Packet drop Attack is Minor Attack
1. Packet droppers are the malicious node which do not
forward the packet (or route the packet through it) they just
drop the packets routing through them.
2. Packet drop attack is a less destructive in network
compared to black hole attack and gray hole attack. In black
hole attack, black holes intentionally attract the packets
towards it and drop them to degrade overall performance of
network. But packet dropping holes, drops only packets
passing or routing through them. Packet drop attack is DoS
attack whose intention is not to degrade the overall
performance of network but its purpose may be.
a) To save battery power this is consumed in routing.
b) To introduce denial of service for specific nodes or
specific routes.
c) To sniff a packet by eaves dropping.
Figure 2 and figure 3 shows packet drop rate vs.
simulation time and packet delivery ratio vs. simulation time
respectively. It shows the comparison of packet drop attack,
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black hole attack and gray hole attack. Packet drop rate is
less in packet drop attack as compared to black hole attack
and gray hole attack. This is happen due to properties of
packet drop attack. Simulation parameters are wireless
channel, Omni antenna which propagates radio waves in all
possible directions, two ray ground which is propagation
model used (full duplex ,waves are propagated using ground
reflection for far distances), link layer, packet size 512
bytes/packet, pause time 50 sec., speed 50 m/s, number of
malicious node 1(packet drop attack) and protocol AODV.

like total sent packet by replying nodes and total dropped
packets by replying node.
Description of the proposed work is
1. In this approach, introduced the trusted list instead black
list. As the packet drop is minor attack as proved, to reduce
re-analysis overhead analyzed node is added to trusted list.
So it is skip that node‟s analysis in future. Hence it is reduce
the calculation/analysis or detection overhead for already
analyzed trusted list to some extent.
2. Trusted list is local to every node maintained as data
structure in local RAM/buffer.
3. Direct reputation method using two counters are used.
Total forwarded packets and total dropped packets of the
replying nodes.
4. Flag named as reliable flag is setted (1) and resetted (0) as
per conditions used in algorithm.
5. Reputation, reliable flag and presence/absence of route
entry are the parameters used in algorithm to discard the
packet from replying node.
A. Algorithm for detection against packet drop attack
Step 1. Start (for each node which receive RREP)
Step 2. Check if the replying node entry is present in routing
table
rt = rtable.rt_lookup (rp→rp_dst)
if yes goto step 10
no goto step 3
Step 3. Check if replying node entry is present in trust list
If yes goto step 10
No goto step 4
Step 4. Reset the reliable flag
reliable = 0
Step 5. Check if replying node is final destination node
If yes do not add node to trust list and goto step 10
No goto step 10
Step 6. Check the DRI table that whether it had sent packet
or related packet through replying node.
If yes set reliable =1
Step 7. Check if node has not routed packets through
replying node but had received a packet from replying node.
If yes reset reliable = 0
Step 8. If (reliable == 0 ) and total number of forward
packets of replying node are less
than total packets send.
Yes discard packet
goto step 11
No goto step 9
Step 9. Add the replying node into trust list
Step 10. Execute rest part of recvreply function
Step 11. Stop

Figure 2. Packet drop rate vs. simulation time

Figure 3.Packet delivery ratio vs. simulation time

V. MECHANISM OF PACKET DROP ATTACK IN MOBILE
AD-HOC NETWORKS
Proposed algorithm is to detect packet drop attack and
improve the performance of the network. The concepts used
in the proposed scheme.
A) Trust List: It is a list maintained on each and every node
locally. The nodes which have passed the analysis are
entered in the trust list. So in future if the reply comes from
these trusted nodes the analysis overhead is skipped.
B) Direct Reputation: This mechanism proposed a direct
reputation approach in which it is fetching the information

B. Flowchart for proposed Approach:
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A. Simulation environment

Start

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Simulator
DoS attack
Channel type
Antenna type
Radio propagation model
Link layer type
Interface queue type
Mac type
Protocols studied
Simulation time
Pause time
Simulation area
Trace format
Node movement model
Traffic type
CBR rate
Data payload
Number of nodes
Sources
Number of Malicious Nodes
Speed

rt = rtable . rt _lookup(rp → rp_dst)

No
rt = = 0

Yes
reliable = 0

Skip analysis
and continue
with rest part
of AODV,
recvreply ( )

Stop

Is replying
node is
destination
node

Do not add to
trust List

Yes

through [(rp → rp_dst]
>
0

B. Metrics
The metrics used to evaluate the performance of the
mobile ad hoc networks are given.
Throughput: It is defined as the amount of data transferred
over the period of time expressed in kilobits per second
(kbps).
Packet Drop Rate: It is the ratio of the data lost at
destinations to those generated by the CBR sources. The
packets are dropped when it is not able to find the valid route
to deliver the packets.
Packet Delivery Ratio: It is the ratio of data delivered to the
destination to the data sent out by source.
Normalized Routing Overhead: It is the ratio of routing
transmissions to the data transmissions in the simulations.
The routing transmissions are RREQ, RREP, RERR etc.
End to End Delay: The time taken for a packet to transmit
across a network from source to destination .It includes all
types of delays e.g. buffering route discovery,
retransmission delays at MAC, queing at interface queue etc.

Execute rest
part of
recvreply

No
reliable = 1

through
[ rp→ rp͢͢͢͢_dst ] = = 0
&&
rprp_dst_sabfrom
>
0

Yes
Stop

reliable = 0
No

Yes

reliable = = 0
&&
rp→ rp͢͢͢͢_dst_fwd
<
rp→
rp͢͢͢͢_dst_sabdrp

No

Discard
packet

Add to trust list

Stop

Execute rest
AODVrecvreply()

Used in Simulation
NS-2.35
Packet drop attack
Channel/Wireless channel
Antenna/Omni Antenna
Propagation/Two Ray Ground
LL
Queue/ Drop Tail / Pri Queue
Mac/802_11
AODV
100 sec.
10-100 sec.
1500*1500
New wireless format
Random waypoint
CBR(UDP)
50 Kbps
512 Bytes/packet
60
45
1
50 m/sec.

C. Results
Performance of the AODV protocol is measured by
varying the parameters in simulation like mobility, number
of sources and number of mobile nodes.
All the results are dependent on current position of nodes i.e.
simulation scenario and may vary on next simulation
because the packet drop attack is minor attack.

Figure 4.Flowchart for packet drop attack

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
It is used simulation NS-2.35[12] having the simulation
parameters shown in table I
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Figure 5, figure 6,figure 7 and figure 8 shows the graph
throughput, packet drop rate, packet delivery ratio and
normalized routing overhead vs. mobility.

Figure 5. Throughput vs. mobility
Figure 9. Average end-to-end delay vs. mobility

Figure 6. Packet drop rate vs. mobility
Figure 10. Throughput vs. pause time

Figure 11.Packet drop rate vs. pause time

Figure 7. Packet delivery ratio vs. mobility

Figure 12.Packet delivery ratio vs.pause time

Figure 8. Normalized routing overhead vs. mobility
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B.Scenario 2
Here if P has less number of hops source (S) selects P as
next hop node. Here P is in the path of S, S sent packets to P.
P does not forward/route packets to node 6,it drops the
packet of S destined for D. Hence, the result will have
difference. As there will be slight packet drop rate, less
throughput etc in results.
2

3

1
S

P

6

D

Figure 13. Normalised routing overhead vs. pause time

4
5

Figure 16. Packet dropper not taking part in route.

Reverse results are observed in some scenario.
1. In the proposed algorithm (node analysis is performed
when RREP packet is
received).We can say that it is
analysis overhead.
2. Analysis is carried out by each and every node which
receives RREP packet.
3. Expected results will be obtained in scenario 2/case II
4. But reverse result will be obtained in case I,as the packet
dropper is not participated in route discovery but each and
every node has done analysis. As discussed earlier, packet
drop attack does not affect much the network performance
.Hence reverse result can be easily observed.
Figure 14.Avg.end-to-end delay vs.pause time

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

D. Result Analysis
It is observed that the difference between the result
obtained for network in the presence of attack and in
absence of attack is slightly difference.
Result difference analysis

In modified protocol,proposed approach uses providing
security in AODV against packet drop attack. There is
slightly difference between the performance of the network
against packet drop attack for single attacker and solution.
As the future scope of this work is to find cooperative
environment to protect from packet drop attackers and
increase the number of attackers. This algorithm has some
limitation.It is executed on every route reply received.When
absence of packet dropper in route discovery path,this
makes unnecessary calculation increasing processing time
unexpected result in some scenario.Hence using strawman
approach and algorithmics,proposed algorithm can be made
efficient.

A. Scenario 1

Consider S sends RREQ to neighbour to P and 5 ,both
nodes sends RREP within time stamp. If 5 have less hops
than P then source (S) selects 5 as a next hop node. Here P is
not participating in route discovery. Here result will be very
close to normal result even in presence of packet dropper. As
no packets will be dropped by P.
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